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Moving to Linux®: Kiss the Blue Screen of Death Goodbye! Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Say Goodbye to Windows®-Related Crashes, Viruses, Hassles, and Costs!

Today, Linux is more powerful, useful, and practical than ever  before! Moving to Linux,  Second...
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Managing in the Email Office (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Managing the Email Office is for all people who feel email is taking over their lives.  It provides practical help and guidance on how to manage both their own volume of email as well as their organization's.  It will enable you to develop winning ways with email and to re-claim some of those valuable resources which email...
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Microsoft Outlook 2010 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Outlook 2010 plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the quickest ways to manage your email and schedule appointments, using easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll learn how to stay productive and in touch with all of your personal and...
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iOS eCommerce App Development with ParseApress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app,...
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Security+ Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram SYO-101)Que, 2003
The Security+ certification is CompTIA's answer to the market's need for a baseline, vendor-neutral security certification. The IT industry recognizes there is a need to better train, staff, and empower those tasked with designing and implementing information security, and Security+ is an effort to meet this demand. Security+ will become the...
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Spring Integration in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	Spring Integration extends the Spring Framework to support the patterns described in Gregor Hohpe and Bobby Woolf's Enterprise Integration Patterns (Addison Wesley, 2003). Like the Spring Framework itself, it focuses on developer productivity, making it easier to build, test, and maintain enterprise integration solutions....
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How to Do Everything with Your iPAQ Pocket PCMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Now you can do more with your HP iPAQ Pocket PC than you ever thought possible. Use this step-by-step guide to discover all the essentials about your iPAQ and put it to work with a thorough exploration of its hardware, software, and accessories. Learn how to use your iPAQ as a portable entertainment station for music, movies and games. Find out how...
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Python Automation Cookbook: Explore the world of automation using Python recipes that will enhance your skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Step-by-step instructions which take you through each program to automate monotonous tasks with Python 3.7

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate integral business processes such as report generation, email marketing, and lead generation
	
			Build your first web application that scrapes data...
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Blackberry HacksO'Reilly, 2005
The BlackBerry has become an invaluable tool for those of us who need to stay connected and in the loop. But most people take advantage of only a few features that this marvelous communications device offers. What if you could do much more with your BlackBerry than just web surfing and email? 		


...
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Seam 2.x Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
The Seam framework from JBoss allows developers to use JSF, Facelets, EJB, and JPA to write conversational web applications. But you will first have to learn how these standard technologies are integrated using Seam and how they can be built upon using additional Seam components. If you need to build a Java web application fast, but don't have...
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SpamAssassinO'Reilly, 2004
Sys admins can field scores of complaints and spend months  testing software suites that turn out to be too aggressive,  too passive, or too complicated to setup only to discover  that SpamAssassin (SA), the leading open source  spam-fighting tool, is free, flexible, powerful,   highly-regarded, and remarkably effective. The...
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Mac OS X Unwired : A Guide for Home, Office, and the RoadO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X Unwired is a one-stop wireless information source for technically savvy Mac users. If you're considering wireless as an alternative to cable and DSL, or using wireless to network computers in your home, office, or on the road, this book will show you the full-spectrum view of wireless capabilities of Mac OS X, and how to get the most out...
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